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Abstract

A Reliabil i ty Program (RP) model based on proven re l iab i l i t y techniques
used in other high technology industries is being formulated for potential
application in the nuclear power industry. Research findings are discussed.
The re l iab i l i t y methods employed under NASA and military direction, commercial
air l ine and related FAA programs were surveyed with several re l iab i l i t y con-
cepts (e.g. , quantitative re l iab i l i t y goals, re l iab i l i t y centered maintenance)
appearing to be directly transferable. Other tasks in the RP development
effort involved the benchmarking and evaluation of the existing nuclear regu-
lations and practices relevant to safety/rel iabi l i ty integration. A review of
current risk-dominant issues was also conducted using results from existing
probabilistic risk assessment studies. The ongoing RP development tasks have
concentrated on defining a RP for the operating phase of a nuclear plant's
l i fecycle. The RP approach incorporates safety systems r isk / re l iab i l i t y
analysis and performance monitoring activit ies with dedicated tasks that
integrate these activit ies with operating, surveillance, and maintenance of
the plant. The detection, root-cause evaluation and before-the-fact correc-
tion of incipient or actual systems failures as a mechanism for maintaining
plant safety is a major objective of the RP.
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Since the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident, there has been increased

interest in the use of re l iab i l i ty programs (RP) to assure the performance of

nuclear safety systems throughout the plant's l ifetime [1 ] . The Department of

Energy (DOE) and Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI) sponsored studies

[2-4] to determine the transfer potential of safety/rel iabi l i ty assurance

practices used in aerospace and commercial aircraft programs. NRC-sponsored

studies [5,6] identified activi t ies practiced in these and military programs

with potential for nuclear industry use. Recently, several Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) task forces or safety issue review groups have recommended

RPs for assuring the continuing safety of nuclear reactor plants. The NRC

ruiemaking action on anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) [7] and the

NRC staff investigation of the control rod insertion failures at Salem [8]

have both called for implementation of a voluntary RP by licensees to ensure

the re l iab i l i t y of their scram systems. In connection with the Indian Point

Hearings, the NRC staff recommended the integration of risk and re l iab i l i ty

methods into the operation of Indian Point [9 ] .

To develop a model for a Reliabil i ty Program that could be effectively

integrated with current practices, the NRC's Division of Risk Analysis in the
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Office of Research contracted the Reactor Analysis and Safety Division of

Argonne National Laboratory {AND In collaboration with the Charles Stark

Draper Laboratories (CSDL). The objectives of this research were to develop

and demonstrate a recommended set of reliability engineering and management

techniques from existing nuclear, commercial aviation, military, and aerospace

programs that could be used to cost-effectively establish and maintain an

acceptable plant safety level throughout the lifecycle of the plant. To date

this research has reviewed the aforementioned non-nuclear industries and

safety/reliability approaches [10-12]; investigated current nuclear regula-

tions and practices vis-a-vis a safety/reliability integration approach [13];

and evaluated current risk-important issues [14] to determine safety/relia-

bility needs. More recent work has coalesced this information into a recom-

mended RP structure with preliminary definition of activities [15]. This

paper presents a summary of investigations to date and associated results with

respect to a viable RP. Future research directions are also identified.

Elaboration of these investigations and future research will be provided in

the full paper.

The first major task surveyed selected safety-critical programs under

NASA and military direction, assessed commercial airline and related Federal

Aviation Administration (FAA) practices, and reviewed the existing literature

for transferability of useful practices. Fundamental differences in the way

space and military programs are developed, funded, and regulated make conclu-

sions on transferability to nuclear programs tenuous. Programmatic analogies

between the nuclear and commercial airline industries were more transparent

but obviously imperfect. Nevertheless some of the broad findings of CSDL

[10,11] and their relevance to the content of a Reliability Program are sum-

marized as follows:
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• Quantitative requirements for re l iab i l i ty on safety-critical sys-

tems are desirable. These are widely used by the military and in-

creasingly used by commercial airlines and imply that operational

performance cr i ter ia and monitoring for nuclear safety systems be

considered as a viable element of a Reliabil ity Program approach.

• Maintenance operations and staff are cr i t ica l to plant safety and

successful operation. Staffing requirements seem to be more s t r in-

gent and maintenance much more structured in the above non-nuclear

industries — the Reliabil ity Centered Maintenance (RCM) methodology

for decisional guidance is widely practiced. The use of RCM to

develop maintenance strategies in nuclear plants is a natural ele-

ment of an approach that embodies system failure monitoring, analy-

sis, and corrective actions that may include preventative mainte-

nance.

• Related commercial airline/FAA practices have features which the

nuclear industry should consider adopting and includes: the use of

industry representatives who monitor and approve various production

and manufacturing phases for the FAA; cert i f icat ion of maintenance

personnel; FAA/industry advisory group interactions; fai lure ex-

perience feedback; and the aforementioned RCM. Some of these relate

directly to RP integration within an individual plant; others would

affect regulatory/industry interfacing across the industry.

The second major task involved the benchmarking and evaluating of the

existing nuclear regulations and practices relevant to safety/rel iabi l i ty

integration for comparison with other industry programs as cited above. I t

was concluded that the current body of NRC rules, requirements and guidance

allows more freedom in accomplishing re l iab i l i ty and quality assurance than
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other high tech regulations. On the other hand, the Technical Specifications

on operating reactors may Impose overly l imiting requirements on licensees

[16] (relative to say, the maintenance specifications imposed on commercial

airlines which may be relaxed i f equipment performance just i f ies i t ) . At this

time, NRC, EPRI, and industry groups al l have programs evaluating r isk / re l ia-

b i l i t y techniques to just i fy Tech. Spec, changes. An obvious conclusion here

is that a Reliabil i ty Program approach could naturally support plant opera-

tions by providing r isk / re l iab i l i ty analysis and systems monitoring support

functions to just i fy changes in systems operating and surveillance require-

ments. Nuclear regulations have the framework in which to integrate, not add,

a re l iab i l i t y performance-based regulatory program that could both reduce risk

and relieve licensees of overly restrictive operating requirements.

The third major task involved reviewing current risk-dominant issues to

identify safety/rel iabi l i ty integration practices to address these issues.

Here an in-depth review was made of existing analyses generated for the In-

terim Reliabil i ty Evaluation Program (IREP) [17] and the Severe Accident

Sequence Analysis (SASA) program [18,19] for selected Browns Ferry systems

important to risk. WASH-1400 [20] assumptions were reviewed for comparison.

Plant specific information such as emergency operating instructions was re-

viewed. Licensee Event Reports (LERs) for these systems were analyzed to

identify the dominant causes of failure indicated by operating experience.

The core melt probability was used as a quantitative measure of safety. The

work in this task confirmed, not surprisingly except for degree, the dominance

of dependent (common cause) failures on risk-important sequences involving

complex nuclear systems and highlighted the risk-importance of the operator(s)

being able to recover safety functions during an accident. This pointed to

the importance of tracking and analyzing multiple component failures and their
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root causes and assuring that operating, maintenance, and emergency procedure

support safety vis-a-vis dependent failures. Init iatives addressing root

cause delineation and analysis Include NRC's Risk Methods Integration and

Evaluation Program (RMIEP) [21] and EPRI's common cause research program

[22]. Identification of systems failur'e root cause risk-Importance and asso-

elated potential corrective actions should be a key function of a Reliabil i ty

Program approach.

The fourth and ongoing major/task of this research has been to d i s t i l l

the results of the above to develop a model for an RP that could be integrated

with existing operations and recommend specific RP functions. To properly

support plant operations in assessing operating requirements, plant mainte-

nance in devising maintenance strategies, and providing an ongoing root-cause

evaluation capability to protect against the multiple component failures known

to dominate r isk, safety systems r isk / re l iab i l i t y analysis was identified as a

key Reliabil i ty Program function. Output of this function includes r isk-

importance priorit ized systems, components, and root-causes, and of course ad

hoc response to inplant safety problems or potentially applicable industry

problems identified by NRC or INPO.

To forecast inpl'ant system degradation and to provide an up-to-date

monitoring of relevant industry experience, systems performance monitoring

vis-a-vis past performance, industry experience, or risk-importance require-

ments is a second key Reliabil ity Program function. Embodied within this

function are determination of acceptable performance cr i ter ia and associated

alert levels; tracing and/or trending of in-plant and industry systems perfor-

mance and management of the associated surveillance, maintenance, and report-

able event data base; a closed-loop failure reporting and corrective action

program for correcting performance cr i ter ia violations either through changes
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in operation or maintenance or through changes 1n u t i l i t y management prac-

tices.

The above functions are clearly oriented toward the detection, evalua-

t ion, and correction of Incipient or actual system failures and more Impor-

tantly their root causes. Configuration control is another function which

receives considerable attention in the aforementioned non-nuclear areas. I t

is embodied within the Reliabil ity Program to provide a defense against sy-

stems or components being inadvertently taken out-of-service for maintenance

or repair and to emphasize proper restoration following such services. Viola-

tions of acceptable system configurations often result from miscommunications

among Operations and Maintenance staff. The objectives of these functions

clearly call for dedicated tasks for integration of the Reliabil i ty Program

activi t ies with Plant Operations and Maintenance act iv i t ies.

In summary, a Reliabil ity Program approach has been developed to include

safety systems r isk / re l iab i l i ty analysis and performance monitoring activit ies

as brief ly summarized above with dedicated tasks that integrate these activ-

i t ies with the day-to-day operating, surveillance, and maintenance of the

plant with emphasis on those systems/activities/requirements having highest

impact on r isk. Prevention of and/or immediate response to dependent failures

and their root causes is a top level objective. Figure 1 is a schematic of

the safety problem approach of the Reliabil i ty Program.

Ongoing or future research includes value/impact analysis [23] to deline-

ate the scope of the individual activit ies within the Reliabil i ty Program.

The development of viable interfaces of a Reliabil i ty Program with a l icen-

see's existing design, operations, maintenance, and QA programs is currently

underway. Case studies including the use of the Reliabil i ty Program approach

to dealing with diesel generator issues are also in progress. Finally inplant

demonstration studies of the Reliabil ity Program are being planned.
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